
BUSINESSNEXT recognised amongst 
‘BEST ORGANIZATIONS FOR WOMEN 2023’ 

Mumbai, March 28, 2023: BUSINESSNEXT, a universe of composable enterprise 
solutions to banks and financial services has been recognised as the ‘Best 
Organizations For Women 2023’ at its 3rd edition hosted by The Economic 
Times and powered by Femina on 24th March in Mumbai. BUSINESSNEXT was 
felicitated at the star-studded event where Mrs. Tamilisai Soundararajan, 
Hon’ble governor of Telangana & Hon’ble Lt. Governor of Puducherry was the 
Guest of Honour. The event themed ‘Building the Power of Parity’ was graced 
by Guneet Monga, Oscar winning Indian film producer & Co-founder of Sikhaya 
Entertainment, M.C Mary Kom, Indian Boxer & Politician, Nandita Das, Actor & 
Director and Nandita Nagangoudar, first civilian woman to climb Mt. Everest 
amongst many top women in the corporate world and successful women 
entrepreneurs. The Economic Times also unveiled the cover of the Coffee Table 
Book “The Economic Times Best Organisations for Women 2023” that will feature 
the felicitated organisations and their journey. The event witnessed multiple 
panel discussions and fire side chats that focused on various organisational 
approaches to achieve DEI goals, deliberated upon ways to make place for 
diversity in the boardroom, and exchanged views on role of male champions 
for achieving DEI and strengthening the workplace dynamics.

Receiving the coveted recognition, Lipika Mohanty, Director – People & 
Development at BUSINESSNEXT, said, “We are extremely delighted on being 
recognised amongst the ‘Best Organizations for Women’ as it validates 
our focused efforts and commitment towards organisational DEI goals.  
Empowering and supporting women is not just a business case but also 
a significant yardstick for ushering in the era of equity in the society. I feel 
extremely humbled to state that BUSINESSENEXT has been taking steps in the 
direction, of creating a culture of equity that ensures every individual can 
thrive and succeed with no holds barred.”



About BUSINESSNEXT

BUSINESSNEXT is a universe of composable enterprise solutions with a focus 
on banks and financial services globally. Recognized as a Visionary by leading 
industry analysts, it leverages technology, innovation, and experience to 
relentlessly deliver incredible, unique, and human experiences, acing the volatile 
and complex business environment. BUSINESSNEXT platforms namely CRMNEXT, 
CUSTOMERNEXT & DATANEXT are AI and ML-driven cloud-agnostic platforms 
dedicated to enabling digital transformations. It comprises an enriched portfolio 
of hyper SaaS modular solutions that are responsive, can readily plug & play, and 
has superlative integration capabilities with the ecosystem. BUSINESSNEXT today 
powers 1 million+ users across 65,000 branches and call centers, managing 1 billion 
end customers worldwide. BUSINESSNEXT has its USA headquarter in Raleigh, North 
Carolina and its international headquarter in Noida, India. It has a footprint across 5 
continents and direct offices in 14 countries across the U.S.A, MEA, and APAC. 

For more information,

https://www.businessnext.com/
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